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Michael Parsons 
Boward Skempton: Chorales, Landscapes 
and Melodies 
Since the appearance of my previous article on 
Howard Skempton1 there has been a steadily 
increasing interest in this composer's music, both 
in this country and abroad, which has resulted in a 
growing number of performances and commis-
sions, as well as recent invitations to appear as 
composer and performer in Cologne (May 1983 
and October 1985) and Vienna (May 1985). A major 
achievement has been Chorales for orchestra, 
written in 1980 in response to a commission from 
the Merseyside Youth Orchestra, which gave the 
first performance in 1982.2 

With this growth of interest there are also new 
"'I dangers. Skempton feels that creative energy may 

r 
be dissipated if expended in too many directions; 
commissions may sometimes prove to be a distrac-
tibn, 1 a composer 1s tempted to write 
i ora variety of new media with insufficient time 
available for more than a cursory understanding of 
their possibilities. He is well aware of the risks of 
over-diversificatio* eferring, on the whole, to 
clarify and exten ·s knowledge of a limited 
number of , in particular the solo piano and 
solo accordion to both of which he has a long-
standing corn 1tment. This slow exploration in 
depth, over a long period, provides an intimate 
understanding of an instrument's resources which 

far beyond purely technical acquaintance. 
elf-discipline, restraint and economy of means 
ave continued to be the prime characteristics of 

Skempton's musiC,l which offers an exemplary 
illustration of Strav1!t\sky's dictum that 'Music thus 
gains strength in the measure that it does not 
succumb to the seductions ofvariety'.3 

A further danger, that of misrepresentation, may 
arise from increased exposure to performers and 
listeners who may not be familiar with Skempton's 
experimental background, and whose expecta-
tions have been formed by the mainstream of 
classical and avant-garde music, the habitual 
modes of performance associated with it, and the 
type of critical and interpretaji4'e wnfi hich 1· surrounds it. Discussion of IIfdCh of today's m sic 
still presumes a close analogy w"th lan ua e. E en 
when the music is not ov I n · or I illustrative, it is tacitly assumed tha omposer is 
'saying something', putting forward an 'argument' 
which will evolve in a linear way. Drama and 
momentum are considered indispensable to such 
an evolution, whether it is seen in terms of 
developing a thematic discourse, as in the classical 
tradition, or of setting in motion and following 
through more abstract processes oftransformation 
and interaction, as with Boulez, Carter or 
Ferneyhough. 

Skempton's work is, in contrast and like most If experimental music, essentially non-discursive. It 
'\. is more akin to the spal1al arts and especlaiiY to 

sculpture, where the object, while affected by 
variations of light, surroundings and the changing 
experience of the viewer, itself remains constant. It 
can suggest, paradoxically, an 'outside-time' 
experience which is reflective and contemplative, 

but not hypnotic. The emphasis on the presence, 
quality and structure of sound, rather than on 
expression or argument (discourse), invites and 
requires a type of concentrated and attentive 
listening in which expectation of change is 

spended and time is subjectively slowed d wn. 
T type o 1stening is c early distinct from then 
regressive, trance-like mode which can be 
induced by multiple repetition. With Skemptonvs 
music there is no loss of awareness; through 
association with intelligibility and clarity of 
structure, the contemplative mode is revalidated as 
a conscious form of understanding. 

1mmermann, in a recently published 
article called 'Stillgehaltene Musik' (not yet 
available in English),4 has described this quality in , 
an illuminating way. The title-word 'stillgehalteneU' 
(literally 'held-still') and the phrase eg Lae f 
Nicht-Bewegung' (moving non-m ment)are bo 
used to suggest the sense of a p ssible move me · t 
- restrained but not enf ely suppresse , 
hovering between stability an · · ich is "o 
one of the central features of Skempton's music. ;( 
The slow melodic oscillation around a still centre in .::::_. 
Campanella 3 (Example 1) and the mobile-like, 
chance-determined sequence and recurrence of a 
few carefully chosen chords in Eirenicon 3 
(Example 2) could well serve as illustrations for 
another phrase of Zimmermann's, 'der sich 
drehende Moment' (the moment turning back on 
itself). They also illustrate his statement that 'Just as 
Wittgenstein made recognisable the boundaries 
of language, so Skempton attempts to give us the 
experience of music, as an art of time, at its 
threshold of standstill' (my italics). 5 

The following dialogue with the composer is 
selected and adapted from several conversations 
which took place during August and September 
1985. 

Chorales for orchestra 
MICHAEL PARSONS: Can we begin by discussing 
Chorales? The form of the single movement is very 
clear: the three chorale sections for full orchestra, 
like pillars supporting a double-arch structure; and 
between them two melodies, a scherzo and three 
short interludes with translucent chamber scoring. 
What impresses me, looking at the score, is the 
lucidity of the instrumental writing, the subtle 
balance of individual sonorities. Every sound is 
carefully considered, and nothing is lost. There is 
an implicit exhortation to each player to listen 
attentively, as in the music of Cardew and Wolff, 
giving the work a quality which is often conspic-
uously absent from the current 'nee-expressionist' 
type of orchestral writing, which calls for a display 
of extreme technical virtuosity. One is never 
overwhelmed by an excess of sound; instead, there 
is a virtuosity of restraint. I am reminded ofWebern 
(in the exchange of tone-colours following bars 100 
and 165), as well as of Bartok and Messiaen (in the 
chromatic contour and harmonisation of the first 
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Example 1 Campanella 3 for piano 
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Example 2 Eirenicon 3 for piano 
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melody at figu;fs). But these are reminiscences which different performances are based, and 
rather than borrowings - the music never sounds provides a model for any and every realisation. 
eclectic. ' Do you feel that with this work you achieved MP: So it's up to the performer to deduce from the 
something substantially different from the earlier notation, and from the absence of qualifying 
short pieces for solo piano and for small instructions, how a particular piece is to be 

(

instrument groups? played?9 

HOWARD KEMPTON: No - it's essentially the HS: Yes. 
same as hat I was doing before, but on an MP: It's very refreshing to come across scores 

• orches!ral cale. The. sixteen chords .whi<;=h form which are not overloaded with phrasing, articula-
" the c for t1me m open tion and dynamic markings. It gives the performer 

score, the atenal was q.uarned almost a year room to breathe; it also makes clear the distinction 
t.he work was The melody for between composition and performance. 

v1olms D) also as an \:What about arrangements for different instru-
accord10n 1ece.fqhorales 1s bu1lt a hnked ments? Some of the pieces exist in different instru-
sequence of se.dtions, each of wh1<;=h 1s closely ental forms, 10 and a number of recent pieces are 
related to a prev1ous type of shorter p1ece:l written in open score. I have myself made versions 
MP: But there is also a strong sense of arCllrlecture of some of the piano pieces, including First 
in the large-scale form. The transitions from one Prelude and Slow Waltz, for small groups of 
secti<;>n to another are beau_tifully managed, so that ·nstruments. 11 

the p1ece never sounds episodic. HS: One hopes that the pieces will be as useful and 
HS: This linking of sections is also related to the accessible as possible. New situations may arise 
way any of the individual piano pieces can be which could not have been foreseen, and the 
grouptrditrperforma.nce. Rather than playing them pieces may evolve in response to this. Recessional 
s isolated single pieces, the performer may (E?C<im.ple 3) case in point; here no instrument-

to them in linked sequences, at10n spec1f1ed. It has been perf?rmed . as an 
paymg-attent1on to the way one follows another in accord1on solo and, on several occas1ons, w1th the 
terms of pitch, texture and movement and to the addition of a stringed instrument (violin, cello or 
balance of the group as a whole. This 'has in fact double bass) which doubles the upper part one 
become the way they are now usually perfbrmed. ' octave below the written pitch. 

S 1 · ks MP: Some of the piano pieces, on the other hand, 
O o p1ano wor are difficult to imagine in any other form; the first 

MP: The piano pieces continue to be a central three Eirenicons, for example, which seem 
concern. Musicians who are not familiar with your essentially to do with the resonance of the piano. 
work are sometimes puzzled by the absence of One must be careful not to offer a 'blank cheque' 
specific indications of tempo and dynamics as in for any kind of instrumental arrangement. 
Eirenicon 3 and in some of the pieces in the Faber A recent piano work, ..J2urham Strike 

6 Is there a danger that this may appear (Example 4), written in 1985 for J01m Tiffiury,-Cliffers-
to offer hcence for types of performance which from your previous piano pieces in being section-
differ widely from your intentions? There have al, like a set of variations. And yet the relationship 
been, for example, fast and loud versions of First between the theme, a traditional folk tune from 
Prelude . . . north-east England, and each of the other sections 
HS: It's a risk you have to take. One trusts the 
performer to be sympathetic. The absence of 
instructions will leave an unprepared performer at 
a loss, and a thoughtless or antagonistic player 
could always abuse the piece by taking advantage 
of the lack of But, on the positive side, 
the performer 1s encouraged to think carefully and 
to assume full responsibility for the choice of how 
to play the music. Each performance situation is 
different, subject to practical conditions over 
which the composer has no control. There is a 
point beyond which the composer should not go. 
MP: Isn't the absence of instructions also itself a 
positive indication? I am reminded of a remark by 
Paul Valery, to the effect that one's actions are best 
defined by what one abstains from doing.7 When 
we were discussing a recent piano piece8 - event-
ually notated, like so many of your works, in even 
notes without rhythmic inflection - I remember 
that, having considered the possibility of indi-

of by means of vary-
!ng s1gnatures, grace notes and pedalling 
md1cat10ns, you dec1ded to write none of these 
things, but to leave the score 'clean'. 
HS: The 'clean' score is crucial. It clarifies structure 
and emphasises what is purely musical. As in 

onstructive art, form and content are identified. 
The score exemp 1fies the un erlying principle on 

is by no means obvious. Do you think of this as a 
theme and variations? 
HS: Yes, but the variations are obliquely related. I(j 
think of the piece again asl a sequence of linked 

which I was ablno use the theme as a 
starting point. There are six sections, and the 
theme appears only in sections I and 3. Section 2 is 
a variation 'once removed', and the material of 
section 4 existed previously, as an independent 
sequence of descending chords. 

MP: As with Chorales, the continuity from one 
section to another seems both logical and natural 
yet here the sequence is looser and more relaxed: 
each section has a distinct and independent 
character of its own. Section 5 gives the impression 
of a rather remote interlude, and in section 6 there 
is a new melodic idea, related to the opening 
phrase of the original theme but continuing quite 
differently. 

HS: I do not like to vary or 'develop' the theme; it has 
its own integrity, wl)ich must be preserved. I try to \ )o 
allow the to speak for itself, without h 
pushing it aro-Und. This is getting close to 'f) 
SD it could be described as : 1j-'" 
reiated-sheft pieees;-anasS'Ociation of similars; a S --
society of smaller pieces in which each individual 
retains its own identity. 
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Example 3 Recessional (open score) 

*PJ 
Oc.t: ''ltJ 



Solo accordion works 
MP: There have been a number of new accordion 
pieces since 1980, haven't there? 
HS: There is an external reason for this. In 1981 I 
moved from Ealing to Clapham, where I was able to 
practise. Up till then I had played only the twelve-
button accordion; at that time I became interested 
in extending my playing and, as a step towards the 
full-size instrument, I acquired a 48-button accord-
ion, which has a much wider range, including 
minor, seventh and diminished chords as well as 
more major ones. Two of the movements in the 1982 
Suite for accordion require the extra resources of 
the larger instrument. 
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returned to the same few themes - making 
different versions of them, with slight variations, 
over a long period. Is there an affinity here, in the 
search for the essential form of the image? 
HS: If there is an affinity, it lies in the constant 

reoccupation with material and structure. 
o es, andscapes and the centf!!j 

concerns which hayfng 
several concerns, one reiai s a 
freshness of i aght as one is drawn back to each 
these in l£1 .Pos 
C or sand landscapes -
th e perimental tradition 
MP: 
significa r you? MP: But more recently, in your own performances, 

you have reverted to the twelve-button instrument. HS: The material-al:-.-:m-o-s..,__l_n_varl_ -.-..-y- c-o-mes in the 
. . . . form of chords, and the chorale is a way of 

Yes, the :;maller mstrument 1s considerably presenting this primary harmonic material in its 
hghter, and th1s n:teans that one has more control c;>f strongest form, without embellishment. The 
!he bellows, can be fully extended. chorales generally have a clear melodic shape, and 
1ncreased flex1b1hty allows. for more dynamic is a sense of movement arising from 
subtlety and greater expressiveness. 1 tensions in the material, which is often 
MP: Zil!lmermB:nn Jn his also refers to clii0mat1c. POsffude (Example 5) is a chorale. 
accord_!_OX: playmg; he de the slow opemng MP: What distinction would you make between the 

of an exam_ple of chorales and the pieces which you describe as 
non-movement .12 suggests that m your 'landscapes'? 

hands, through the wa is elementary character · 
0 'breat 0 

' • exposed, the instrument HS: The landscapes simply project the material as 
approaches 'the generality of a sound-object'. sound, without momentum. They are more static; 
Many of the accordion pieces appear to be they are concerned exclusively with the structure 
popular, even traditional, in style, but at the same and quality of the sounds in themselves. Sequence 
time they are highly abstract. It is not only the is not important and is sometimes chance-
directness and economy of the material which determined, as in the early pieces such as A 
create this overall impression, but also the sense of Humming Song, September Song and Snowpiece. 
concentrated attention in your playing. There is MP: How would you define the characteristics of 
always a respect the amount of tlme neede_d t_o the 'landscapes'? In the past you have sometimes 

each act1on as a re.sult! the mus1c 1s used the phrase 'spacious flatness'. They are 
SJ?aCIO"!!s unhumed, reflective m a way obviously not illustrative in any literal way. Perhaps 
g1ves 1t a even detachment, from . Its they are metaphorical landscapes, more to do with 
popular assoe1at10ns. But to to the accordion a mental imagery of space. 
1tself - you were suggestmg that the greater 
flexibility of the smaller instrument more than 
compensates for the limited range of only six major 
chords. I am tempted to quote again from 
Stravinsky's Poetics of Music: ' ... my freedom will 
be so much the greater and more meaningful the 
more narrowly I limit my field of action and the 
more I surround myself with obstacles. Whatever 
diminishes constraint, diminishes strength. The 
more constraints one imposes, the more one frees 
one's self of the chains that shackle the spirit'. 13 Is it 
a case of 'less is more'? 
HS: The advantage of working with a limited 
amount of material is that you can keep it constantly 
in mind and feel at home with it. Once it's there, 
you're stuck with it! This gives the imagination 
sufficient time to explore it in depth, and allows it to 
find its strongest and purest form. 
MP: I wonder how many other composers can 
remember everything they have written? 
HS: Satie perhaps? I'm sure he never regretted a. 
single note. 
MP: What you say recalls Brancusi, one of whose 
aphorisms I quoted at the end of my earlier Contact 
article on your music. 14 One can visit his studio in 
Paris, which has been reconstructed as it was left at 
the time of his death in 1957. There are many 
examples of sculpture from different periods of his 
life, and it can be clearly seen how he constantly 

HS: There is no sense of forward movement in the 
landscapes; each chord is self-sufficient. They 
express a state rather than a progression. The 
spaces are more important than the features - the 
openness of the chords evokes spaciousness. The 
sounds are given as much time as they need. The 
recurrence of identical chords at different points in 
a piece is also a spatial feature, in that it contradicts 
the listener's expectation of events as an ongoing 
sequence. Eirenicon 3 is a landscape. 
MP: Isn't this sense of landscape also very much 
part of the experimental tradition? There are 
Cage's Imaginary Landscapes, in which sounds 
and silences are presented discontinuously, within 
a structure of predetermined time-lengths. The 
discontinuity enables one to hear the sounds 
freshly, without always a:pticlpating where they are 
leading. But in your instead of discontinuity 
there is a more subtle;aisplacement of expectation. 
In Eirenicon $_, though the movement between 
chords is they are all part of ; 
related set. It a field-situation where eac:U:u*t e 
six possible en Kls_may of the ? 
others, or may ) 
HS: Then there are the 'plateaux' of sound which 
Cardew used to refer to in Feldman's early work -
in Two Pianos, for instance - where a single chord, 
or a short sequence of notes, is repeated several 
times; this is another spatial image. 15 
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Example 4 The Durham Strike for piano 
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Example 6 'ftace for piano 
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Example 7 Bagatelle for flute 
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concerned more with suppleness and flexibility of 
movement. 

MP: This awareness of space has always been a dis-
tinguishing feature of experimental music. Other 
forms of new music seem overcrowded in com-
parison, as if reflecting the image of an acquisitive 
society whose streets are jammed with vehicles, 
and whose TV screens are choked with informa-
tion and entertainment. Every moment has to be 
crammed wit stirnuli.-as..if...spaee-weie-the,.L.W.. ........ J.J-_ 

MP: Can you be more specific about 
achieve this? Is it a more intuitive approach, or ar ) 

external controls? _ _ 
HS: The use of additive rhYtfim 1s one means. It 1 c>Q) 
allows for shifts of emphasis - any durational value V 
can be expressed in additive combinations of twos k? to be fille I see your music, on the other hand, 

s a way of creating space, both for the performer 
and for the listener. Not pushing the sounds around 

eans also not pushing the listener around. 
HS: Yes; the need to create space is of central 
importance. It is a reaction to pressure and 
congestion; it is a contemporary need, both in 
musical and social terms. 

\

MP: In detaching itself from the European tradition, I experimental music opened up a dialogue with the 
1 visual and spatial arts; as well as the relationship of 

Cage and Feldman with Merce Cunningham and 
with the New York painters, there is La Monte 
Young's connection with land artists such as Waiter 
de Maria. Young's Composition 1960 No.lO, 'Draw a 
straight line and follow it', is an image of spatial 
extension. He also describes 'the resonation from 
the natural characteristics of particular geographic 
areas such as valleys, lakes and plains' 16 as being 
among the sound experiences which influenced 
his development - another landscape reference. 
HS: We must draw a distinction here: it is not any 
kind of mystical feeling for landscape as such, but 
rather the conscious perception of relationships 
which creates an awareness of space. Whereas the 
American music of the 1950s and 60s was closer to 
abstract expressionism - to the unmeasured 
space of Rothko's paintings, for example - we are 
now more consciously concerned with structure 
and measurement. You get a sense of space in 
'Draw a straight line and follow it', but it is not 
imited and defined. 17 It's here that the link with 

systems art and constructivism becomes crucial. It 
1s oug structure an measure - tliat we 
create space. 
MP: So there is a direct connection between the 
use of systems and the definition and articulation of space? ___ _ -HS: Yes; and the use of systematic methods means 
that we are not oppressed !nr ha'ling to make 
decisiOriSOnasfe an exPression. Without the 
control of an extern discipline, self-expression 
may enrich, but it can also overload and suffocate. 
The use of an objective decision-making pro-
cedure is a way of achieving a necessary distance 
between oneself and one's work. - -------

elodies m musical space 
MP: What about the melodies? They seem 
generally to move back and forth over a very 
limited range of notes, sometimes within a 
confined harmonic area, as in Campanella 3; some 
of the more recent ones, like Trace for piano 
(Example 6) and Bagatelle for flute (Example 7), are 
purely monodic. 
HS: The great attraction of monody lies in its limita-
tions. There are fewer variables. The subtlety of 
plainsong or Indian music lies in its movement 

I within a restricted range. Whereas in the chorales_ 

/

I\ the aim is to achieve gravity and in the landscapes 
toexplore tlie quality of sound, the melodies are 

and threes. One can refer to pulse without being , 
dominated by it. ' 
MP: So, again, measurement is important? 
HS: Yes; it's interestingJhat the Americans call their 
bars 'measures' woulanot m t e east 

( intereste mwriting.anllruneasJ.lred 
and aurat on can be precisely measure-d, and this 
is what the composer is primarily concerned with. 
It is important to define a specific range of pitches. 
Bagatelle for flute is serial; each of the twelve notes 
appears the same number of times. 
MP: But it does not go through the usual serial 
manipulations - transposition and inversion and 
so forth. Instead of variation there is recurrence, 
which is more modal than serial in the accepted 
sense. The rhythmic interplay of phrases of 
unequal length is particularly subtle here, as it 
keeps returning to and going over the same limited 
pitch-range. In this sense it is like defining a 
space by approaching it from different directions. 
HS: I think of melody as tracing a path through a 
landscape. It's an exploration in terms of intervals 
and durations. 
MP: Are there any models we can refer to? What 
about Varese's Density 21.5 for flute? Here is an 
example of how pitch-space can be delineated 
with a single line. There is a sense of discovering a 
space - or rather, a linked sequence of inter-
locking spaces opening out from each other. 
HS: Density 21.5 is a marvellous example. The 
spatial quality is made clear if one thinks of the 
pitches as points of reference. Whereas the 
intervallic movement from one note to the next is 
linear, the vertical relationship of pitches 
considered as points of reference is outside time, 
and therefore spatial. 
MP: Wolff has noted this also in Webern, in the 
Piano Variations and the First Cantata, and in the 
first movement of the Symphony, where the linear 
canons are dissolved into spatial relationships. 18 

We must remember that Webern was a crucial 
influence on American experimental composers 
of the 1950s and 60s: it was not the serial aspect, but 
the definition of points in space which interested 
them. Young speaks of the discovery of 'stasis' in 
Webern. 19 

HS: So the suspension of time in 
music is not a weakness but, on the contrary, one o 
its greatest strengths. It is through the suspensio 
of that we discover space. 
MP: Trrere-are many possible dimensions in 
musical space. If one is not thinking exclusively in 
terms of argument and linear development, differ-
ences of pitch, timbre, loudness, duration and 
moment of entry may all be experienced as spatial 
values. And in your music, where some aspects of 
the structure are intentionally left open, the 
performer and listener are invited to participate in 
the creation of musical space. So it is also a matter 
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of social paee; In common with experimental 
,. music generally, your work re-establishes the 

dialogue which other forms of new music have lost, 
and creates space for communication. 
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asterisks in the list of works at the end of this article. 
The collection is temporarily out of print, but see the 
worklist for further information. 

7 Paul Valery, Cahiers, ed. Judith Robinson (Paris: 
Bibliotheque de la Pleiade, 1973-4), p.l373. 

8 Piano Piece for Trevor Clarke (1985). 
9 For an interpreter's view, see Peter Hill, 'Riding the 

Thermals - Howard Skempton's Piano Music', Thmpo, 
no.l48 (March 1984), pp.8-ll. 

10 For example, Second Gentle Melody for piano (1975) 
was originally written in open score (197 4); Parsons and 
Skempton played it on baritone horn and accordion in 
1975. Wedding Tune for violin and autoharp (1983) is 
also played by the composer as a solo accordion 
piece. Slow Waltz for piano (three hands) (1973) was 
originally conceived as an accordion solo earlier the 
same year and subsequently played (though never 
written down) in this form. 

11 For student groups in the Department of Fine Art, 
Portsmouth Polytechnic in 1978: First Prelude (1971) was 
transposed up a perfect fourth and arranged for flute, 
clarinet, violin, viola and cello; Slow Waltz was 
arranged for flute, viola and cello. The latter has also 
been arranged for cello and piano by Alan Brett (1985). 

1z Zimmermann, op.cit., p.36. 
13 Stravinsky, op.cit., p.87. 
1• 'Simplicity is not a goal, but one arrives at simplicity in 

spite of oneself, as one approaches the real meaning of 
things.' In Parsons, op.cit., p.l6. 

Is In Cornelius Cardew, 'Notation - Interpretation', 
Thmpo, no.58 (Summer 1961), p.33, a passage from 
Feldman's Two Pianos is quoted (bars 24-67), with 
indications that a single chord is to be played seven 
times, and a passage of seven bars four times. This 
differs from the published version of the score (Edition 
Peters, 1962), which contains fewer repetitions and is 
unbarred. The passage quoted by Cardew is pre-
sumably taken from an earlier, unpublished version. 
Another clear example of this 'plateau' effect can be 
found in Feldman's Extensions II1 for piano (1952). 

1s La Monte Young and Marian Zazeela, Selected 
Writings (Munich: Heiner Friedrich, 1969), un-
paginated. 

11 For Skempton's comments on performing this piece, 
see Parsons, op.cit., p.l4. 

I8 Christian Wolf!, 'Movement', Die Reihe, no.2 (2nd, 
revised, English edition, 1959), pp.61-3. 

I9 Young and Zazeela, op.cit.. 

elected Works 
This list is arranged by' year, but within each year pieces 
have been grouped according to instrumentation rather 
than chronologically. Thus solo piano pieces come first 
( 48 out of the 131 works by Skempton listed here are for a 
single pianist), then pieces for piano (three hands), then 
other works for solo instruments (startmg w1th those for 
solo accordion, the composer's other main instrument as 
a performer), then duos, trios, etc.; all, of course, as 
appropriate to each year. 

Pieces published in conjunction with this article/ 
interview have been marked in the worklist with a single 
asterisk. Fourteen other pieces by Skempton can be 
obtained through Contact under two separate headings 
as follows: 
** indicates the five pieces published in conjunction 

with Michael Parsons' previous article on the 
composer in Contact 21 (Autumn 1980) 

*** indicates the nine works for solo piano published in 
a special collection entitled Piano Pieces by Faber 
Music in 1974. Copies of this may currently be 
obtained from the composer. 

Please write to Keith Potter at the editorial address given 
on page 3 if you are interested in purchasing either or 
both of these. Prices will have to take account of the 
necessary postage and packing, but a copy of Contact 21 
alone can be obtained by sending a cheque for £2.50 
made payable to 'Contact Magazine'. 

In addition, eleven other pieces by Skempton have so 
far appeared in other journals and books. These are 
indicated in the worklist as follows, with the exception of 
one piece (published in the collection in Soundings, 
no.lO) which the composer has now withdrawn: 
+ indicates the single work published both by the 

Experimental Music Catalogue (1972) and in 
Michael Nyman, Experimental Music: Cage and 
Beyond (London: Studio Vista, 1974), p.145. 

+ + indicates the four pieces published in the 
American magazine Soundings, no.lO (1976). 

+ + + indicates the three pieces published in conjunc-
tion with Walter Zimmermann's article on the 
composerinMusikTexte, no.3(February 1984), to 
which reference is made in Parsons' text above. 

+ + + + indicates the two pieces published in conjunc-
tion with the interview with Skempton in Kevin 
Volans, Summer Gardeners: Conversations with 
Composers (Durban: Newer Music Edition, 
1985). 

1967 
1968 

1969 

1970 

1971 

1972 

1973 

A Humming Song for piano*** \ 
Snowpiece for piano+ 1... 
September Song for piano*** > 
Piano Piece 1969 (r 
African Melody for cello 
Waltz for piano+ + + r 
Two Highland Dances for piano C. 
North Wind for soprano saxophone 
First Prelude for piano*** 1 
Prelude for horn+ + 
May Pole for orchestra (open score) 
One for Molly for piano*** f 
Quavers for piano*** 0\ 
Simple Piano Piece*** 1 o 
Not-very-long Song for voice and accordion 
Lament (open score)++ 
Intermezzo for piano*** I\ 
Sweet Chariot for piano \'2--
Riding the Thermals for piano*** l '> 
Eirenicon for piano + + 1 Cf 
Rumba for piano 
Slow Waltz for piano (three hands)*** 
Bends for cello 



\ 

1974 

1975 

One for Martha for piano** tlo 
Quavers 2 for piano** n 
senza Iicenzaf0fl5lano \&' 
nventiOn fOr piano r'\ 

Tender Melody for piano 1.-o 
Gentle Melody for accordion+ + 
Heart Sounds for two voices 
Embers 2 for two voices 
Equal Measures for two drums 
Drum Canon for two drums 
Second Gentle Melody for piano .Z.. l 
Colonnade for piano 'Z.-'2-
Quavers 3 for piano 'Z.-1-
passing fancy for piano "l..4-
Deeply Shaded for accordion 
Summer Waltz for accordion ::::::::=-::::: Ada's Dance for accordion 

-::::::::------ Surface Tension for flute, cello and piano 
Surface Tension 2 for flute, cello and piano 
Two Drum Trios 
Prelude for flute and string trio ----1976 't.s:' 

29 

Pigs could Fly for voice and piano 
The Gipsy Wife's Song for mezzo-soprano, flute, 

oboe, vibraphone and piano (words: Bevan 
Jones, after UH. Lawrence) 

Recessional (open score)* t::J 
Christmas Melody (open score) 

1984 Quavers 5 for piano 4-2-
Twin Set and Pearls for accordion 

/___..-Cakes and Ale for accordion+ + + + # ,r A Card for Lucy for clarinet ------_ 
May Air for bassoon 
Fanfare and Caprice for guitar 
Lyric for cello and piano · 

1985 The Durham Strike for piano* 
Piano Piece for Trevor Clarke 
Campanella 4 for piano 4¥ 
Eirenicon 4 for piano ((.r 
Second Suite for accordion 
Third Suite for accordion 
Small Change for accordion (f) 
Home and Abroad for accordion - -· 
Bagatelle for flute* ...._ · - 3 for piano .zk 

_____. One for the Road for accordion** 
. ----- Duet for piano and woodblocks 

Drum Canon 2 for two drums 
Acacia for two drums 

Song without Words for horn and accordion 
Agreement for two drums 
Pineapple Melody for horn, accordion and 

double bass 
Alone and Together for clarinet, bassoon and 

1977 

Impromptu for two baritone horns 
Autumn Waltz for two baritone horns** 
Horn play ·for two baritone horns 1986 

piano 
The M old Riots for piano lfb 
Resolution for piano 4-1 
Something of an Occasion for accordion 
Axis for accordion 

June '77 for piano 1 
Eirenicon 2 for piano 'l.f 
Saltaire Melody for piano'tft 
Children's Dance for accordion and piano Axis 2 for accordion 

Two Interludes for accordion and vibraphone 
Two Voices (male voices) 1978 Eirenicon 3 for piano* 1-o 

Postlude for piano* -s \ 
Memento for piano '1,z.... 

------ Merry-go-round for accordion 
----- ____. Pendulum for accordion+ + + 

Summer Sketches for accordion (i)s 
Tuba da caccia for tuba ---------
lntennezzo for viola and horn 

1979 

1980 

Air Melody (open score) ([) 
Friday's Child for piano 
Air for piano** -w fc:l 
Melody for a First Christmas for flute 
Melody for horn ---------
Scherzo for two horns 
Trio for three horns 1':::1 
Traceforpiano* 
Break for two drums 
Fabric for two drums 
Preamble for two drums 
Song at the Year's Turning for four-part mixed 

:to.., chorus (words: R.S. Thomas) -----r Chorales for orchestra 
1981 Campanella for piano '3 (.. 

1982 

Outline for piano (three hands) 
Breather for cello 
Campanella 2 for piano '11 
Well, Well, Cornelius for piano+ + + +'JP 
Seascape for piano 
Campanella 3 for piano* Cfo 
Suite for accordion G\ 
Prelude for violin 
Alice is One for voice and piano 
Tree Sequence (1981-2) for voice, piano and 

woodblocks: From the Palm Trees; Willow; 
Laburnum; Mountain Ash; Duet (1976) 

Highland Melody (open 
1983 Beginner for piano+ + + {f-1 SJ 

Breathing Space for accordion 
Call for clarinet 
Wedding Tune for violin and autoharp 
Lullaby for clarinet and cello 
Second Tree Sequence for voice and piano: 

Tree, leafless; Under the Elder; Aspen Trees 

Finding Home for clarinet, cello, glockenspiel 
and piano 

From Waterloo Bridge for mixed chorus and two 
pianos (words: John Mackie) 

Two Preludes for strin9 orchestra 
Suite for Strings (stnng orchestra or string 

quintet) 

All music examples are complete pieces and are 
reproduced by kind permission of the composer. 

Two recently released records include music by 
Skempton. The two Tree Sequences can be found 
on a disc entitled 'Slower than Molasses', on which 
the performers are Janet Sherbourne and Mark 
Lockett; this also contains two songs by Michael 
Parsons and works by Glyn Bush and the perform-
ers themselves; the record number is Practical 3, 
and it can be obtained from Practical Music, 
502 Chester Road, Sutton Coldfield, West Midlands 
B73 5HL. Ten solo piano pieces of Skempton's are 
included on a disc of piano music played by Peter 
Hill; this also contains works by Nigel Osborne and 
Douglas Young; the record number is Merlin MRF 
86585, and it can be obtained from Merlin Distribu-
tion, 29 Brickle Road, Norwich NR14 8NG. 
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